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EDITORIAL
For some of you, this issue of RMN comes with a bonus in the form
of the Third and Final Circular for the Second International Rangelands
Congress. Peter Lynch has gone through the RMN mailing list and has
tried to provide circulars with the RMN to those people who are unlikely
to get a circular by some other means. The reason behind all this
chicanery is of course that the circulars are a bit thin on the ground
already! If however, there is a "systems disfunction" and you don't
receive a circular from any source, please get in touch with:
Peter Lynch
CSIRO
Private Bag
DENILIQUIN,

NSW

2710

(Ph. 058.811133)

The circular say it all - basically, it is going to be a rip-snorting
event and you should be there. Remember that registration fees and
tour bookings and fees are required by February 28, 1984.
Council is now headquartered in the West and so that you know
just who to blame when things go wrong, the distinguished office
bearers are:
President
Immediate Past President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Subscription Secretary

Ray Perry
Bill Low
Ken Hodgkinson
Colin Lendon
Peter Curry
Alan Payne

•
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If you wish to correspond with this crowd, the Secretary, Colin
Lendon's address is:
C/ Division of Groundwater Research
CSIRO
Private Bag
WEMBLEY, W.A. 6014
(Ph. 09.3874233)
Well, after a shaky start, we seem to have a few things of interest
in this issue of RMN. There are quite
few reports of ARS goings-on
in the branches, a couple of letters to the Editor, a book review or
two and a piece of academic wizardry for Peter Curry and his mates. I
hope you enjoy it all!

a

The next issue of RMN must emerge before Christmas, so please get
your contributions to the bloke shown below before the middle of
November.
Don Burnside
Department of Agriculture
P.O. Box 417
KALGOORLIE, W.A. 6430
(Ph. 090.211666)

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From:

Clive Malcolm
Senior Research Officer
W.A. Department of Agriculture
SOUTH PERTH, W.A. 6151

At last the cold winter nights and your urging in the June issue
has spurred me to write. David Eldridge has observed that the saltbush
in Western NSW may be coming back and invited comments. Here are a
few observations that may keep the ball rolling.
1.

Insects, like sheep, have palates(?). In our species comparisons
some Atriplex bushes have been heavily infested with scale insects
while others have been unscathed. Would a bit of species diversity
be a good thing?

2.

This raises the issue - which saltbush is coming back? I presume
David is referring to bladder saltbush, and to whichever ecotype
happens to volunteer. Can anyone say for sure that it is the
best species, and how much work has been done to determine whether
there are some superior ecotypes. In our trials, of five saltbushes,
bladder saltbush has the highest salt content, the lowest yield,
the poorest grazing recovery, brittle frame and low palatability.
Moreover it does not exhibit the prostrate layering habit of some
other Atriplex species, so desirable for erosion control and is
not the best at volunteering.
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3.

Is it wise to sit back and wait for the saltbush to come back?
If it is important to have perennial shrub pastures as a drought
reserve more positive action is called for. Like some determined
searching for superior types and ways of making them grow where
and when we want them to.

From:

Bill ,Holmes
Department of Primary Industry
CHARLEVILLE, QLD 4470

I'd like to comment on Vaughn Chapman's contribution to RMN.
Bravo, it is good to see some down to earth still coming up.
Unfortunately, changes announced in the Mini-Budget and in the main
budget have altered some of the points made by Vaughn.
l(c)

Deprciat~n

Despite some belief that the depreciation rate for plant and
fodder storage facilities was to be increased to 33 1 / 3 percent
this year, this has not been the case and these items will be
depreciated at a rate of 20 percent in 1983/84.
l(g) Income Equalisation Deposit
Major changes have been made to this scheme. The original scheme
allowed for rebates for deposits at the marginal rate of taxation.
The new scheme has established a flat 30 percent rebate that is
received when the deposit is made, and then paid as tax when the
money is withdrawn. The deposits will attract an interest rate
equal to the Australian bond rate plus 2 percentage points while
they are in the scheme. This means that the effectiveness of
I.E.D's for tax saving has been virtually eliminated.
2(a) Concessional Expenditure
Previously concessional expenditure was only availabe where
eligible concessional expenditure exceeded $1590. This ceiling
has now been lifted to $2000.
There were a couple of other points worth mentioning that occurred in
the Mini-Budget. Prior to 1983 primary producers had the choice of
averaging or not averaging their income. In fact in, making assessments
the Taxation Office chose the option that was the most advantageous to
the producer. The Mini-Budget eliminated that choice and averaging
will apply in 1983/84 and in all subsequent years unless the producers
opt out of the scheme.

(
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SOCIETY BUSINESS
New Members
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Dr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Dr

J. Bettini, Boolathama Station, P.O. Box 33, CARNARVON, W.A. 6701
R. Bettini, Boolathama Station, P.O. Box 33, CARNARVON, W.A. 6701
L.C. Boladera, Yanda! Station, via LENORA, W.A. 6438
G. Campbell, M.H.R., 72 Hare St., KALGOORLIE, W.A.· 6430
C. Carter, Fowlers Gap Field Station, via BROKEN HILL, N.S.W 2880
C Connell.an, Narwietooma Station, via ALICE SPRING, N.T. 5750
R K Cornish, Tamala Station, GERALDTON, W.A. 6530
J C Craig, Marpan Station, via CARNARVON, W.A. 6701
B Diacono, NSW Agric. Dept., P.O. Box 531, BOURKE, N.S.W. 2840
P T Fogarty, 2/21 Mitchell Street, BOURKE, N.S.W. 2840
B B Forrester, Winning Station, CARNARVON, W.A. 6701
E Garcia, M/Colegio De Postgraduados, Chapingo, NEW MEXICO,
U.S.A. 56230
Mr H T Goff, Mt. Newman Mining Co. Pty. Ltd., MT NEWMAN, W.A. 6753
Mr N Harriss, Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority, Willmar House,
600 Murray St., PERTH, W.A. 6000
Dr I Mohamed Hashin, P.O. Box 3734, Las Cruces, NEW MEXICO, U.S.A.
88003
Hassell & Associates Pty. Ltd., 212 Northbourne Ave., CANBERRA, A.C.T.
2601
Mr D M Hearman, Middalya Station, CARNARVON, W.A. 6701
Mr J Holthouse, P.O. Box 372, CARNARVON, W.A. 6701
Mr R Lacy, Pollele Station, MEEKATHARRA, W.A. 6642
Mr D Maslen, Mardathuna Station, CARNARVON, W.A. 6701.
Mr M W G Meechan, Quobba Station, P.O. Box 566, CARNARVON, W.A. 6701
Mr 0 L Mould, 41 Mt. Barker Rd., STIRLING, S.A. 5152
Mr J B Percy, Williambury Station, CARNARVON, W.A.6701
Mr Ross B Sawers, Pitcairn Station, NACKARA, S.A. 5422
Mr R C Sprigg, Arkaroola, Mt. Painter Wildlife Sanct., via PORT AUGUSTA,
S.A. 5700

A.G.M., held in Alice Springs, May 27, 1983
1.

Apologies
No apologies were received.

2.

Previous Minutes

2.1.1.

Motion.
That minutes of the 7th Annual General Meeting be taken as
read.
R. Perry/M. Friedel

5.

Business Arising:
2.1.

Ammendments to the Articles of Association.
Ammendments to the Articles of Association passed at the 7th
Annual General Meeting have been lodged with the W.A. Corporate
Affairs Office.

2.2

National Conservation Strategy.
Mr R. Perry has been appointed A.R.S. delegate to the National
Conference to review the draft National Conservation Strategy
for Australia.

3.

President's Report
The report (attached) was read.

3.1.1.

Motion.
That the President's report be accepted.
M. Friedel/B. Foran

4.

Treasurer's Report
The Society's financial situation is outlined in the attached
auditors report. Briefly, the Society continues to be in a
healthy financial situation with the accumulation of further
funds during 1982 with a further 59 institutions subscribing
to the Journal and/or Newsletter.
Council decided to devalue unsold working papers from the
3rd Biennial Conference to $2.00 plus postage to try to
clear stocks to the membership.
Finally, I thank the Subscription Secretary for her assistance
throughout the year enabling efficient processing of subscription
payments, answering of queries, and allowing accurate membership
records to be kept.

4.1.1.

Motion.
That the Treasurer's report be accepted.
B. Foran/R. Purvis

5.

Publication's Committee Report
Mr R. Pery~
Chairman of the Publication Committee, presented
a verbal report.
Volume 4 (2) 1982 of the Journal has recently been forwarded
to subscribers.
A total of 10 papers are "on line" for
Volume 5 and it is probable that half will definitely appear.
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Volume 5 (1) will be ready for distriubtion by the end of
July, 19B3 and will be one month late. It is expected that
Volume 5 (2) will be published on time.
Recently a review of Journal quality and format was completed
by the Committee. Minor changes to format and "Application
Abstracts" were recommended.
The Abstracting Journal "Current Contents" has again rejected
the,Australian Rangeland Journal for abstracting. This is
probably attributable to the limited distribution of the
Rangeland Journal.
Abstracting of the Journal by CAB
"Herbage Abstracts" continues.
5.1.1.

Motion. That the PUblication's Committee Report be accepted.
G. Bastin/V. Chewings

6.

Editorial Committee Report
The Chairman of the Publication's Committee was unable to
present a report as he has been stranded by recent flooding
in Queensland. Relevant matters are contained in the report
presented by the Chairman of the Publication's Committee.

7.

Motions on Notice

7. I.,

Honorary Membership.
That the ammendment to Article 3, dealing with Honorary
Membership, as presented in the Notice of Motion be accepted.
M. Friedel/R. Purvis.

7.2.

Removal of the A.R.S. Editor as ex-officio member of Council.
That the ammendment to Article'9d, dealing ex-officio membership
of Council be the Editor as presented in the Notice of
Motion be accepted.
M. Friedel/B. Foran.

B.

General Business

B.1.

International Rangeland Congress.
Mr R. Perry, Chairman of the International Rangeland Congress
Central Committee reported that 600 delegates have indicated
that they will attend the Congress. Congress planning is
proceeding well. It is envisaged that the Conference Consultant,
will have its brief extended to cover local arrangements in
Adelaide. The program committee is scheduled to meet during
July.

7.

Grants towards the running of the Conference have been
received from several States and Northe~n
Territory Governments
and the Commonwealth Government and its agencies. Unfortunately
the organisers have b~en
unable to solicit significant
donations from commercial organisations.
Extensive interest has been shown in the Congress tours.
The I.R.C. Central Committee is a formal subgroup of the
Australian Rangeland Society. Consequently the Council has
recommended to the incoming Council that they appoint an
independent person to monitor the activities of the I.R.C.
Central Committee.
8.2.

Other Business.
From the floor, Council was thanked for work undertaken
during the year.

9.1.

Office bearers 1983-84.
Mr R. Perry (Present Vice-President) automatically assumes
the position of President.
Dr W. Low (Present President) retains a position on Council
as Past President.
As only one nomination was received for each Council position
the following persons are declared elected.
Dr K. Hodgkinson
Mr C. Lendon
Mr P. Curry

Vice-President
Honorary Secretary
Honorary Treasurer

Meeting closed at 2.40 p.m.

ERRATUM

Ed:

A short poem was received today. I don't know where it originated
and the Hairy Panic in Deniliquin says he doesn't know either!
"Vol. 5 of the A. R. J .
Crashed upon my desk today
Discussion rages and in the lab they're betting
Is that sun rising or is it setting
But wait. I recognise that blood shot eye
Ray Perry watches from up on high"

8.

FROM AROUND THE TRAPS
Broken Hill Branch News
David Eldridge
The A.G.M. of the Broken Hill Branch was held at Wentworth on
August 12, 1983. Seventeen attended, thirteen of whom are financial
members. The possibility of setting up a branch of ARS centred on
Wentworth was discussed. The general feeling was that the activity of
the branch could be increased in the Wentworth area and that organised
functions could be held in both areas if necessary. Roger Stanley's
resignation as Secretary was announced. Roger has transferred to
Kempsey to work on coastal drift control.
The following were elected to office:
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer
Committee

Paul McClure "Yelka"
Peter Crozier "Tor Downs"
David Eldridge (Soil Cons. Service, NSW)
Geoff Woods (Department of Agriculture)
Rick Taylor "Fowlers Gap
Ian McDonald "Woodnaminga"
Charlie Carter "Fowlers Gap"
Geoff Rodda "NagaeUa"
Sandy Booth (Soil Cons. Service, NSW)

The following Coming Attractions was discussed.
A field day on fencing including sub-division fencing
A plant identification day
A field day in South Australia will be held on reclamation
work and regeneration of rangelands in conjunction with
the Department of Agriculture.
Most members stayed for the L.G.P.A. meeting in the afternoon.
The Broken Hill Branch Secretary delivered Roger Stanley's talk on
"Management of Salthbush and Bluebush Country".

Adelaide Branch News
Andrew Johnson
A general meeting of the branch was held on the 25th of July.
Approximately 65 members and friends attended the meeting .to hear Bob
Delforce and Mike Young from CSIRO, Division of Wildlife and Rangelands
Research release the findings of an intensive research programme on
'The Relationship between Pastoralism and Tourism in the Northern
Flinders Range'.
A complementary view was then presented by Reg
Sprigg regarding his experience with tourism, pastoralism and tonservation
in the Northern Flinders Ranges.
The presentations have engendered considerable comment from
members of the branch particularly those of the pastoral community.
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The Annual General Meeting of the Branch will be held in January
at a date to be determined. However, the topic for the evening will
be 'Problems for the Management of National Parks: A Government and
Producers View'.
This evening will hopefully provide a forum for
producers to provide information on problems they manage r~gulay
such as animal husbandry and weed control which may be of use to
managers of a National Park. Alternatively it is hoped that Government
officers can provide advice on problems which they handle regularly
such as control and management of tourist and tourist facilities.
Plant Identification Course
The branch will be running its Annual Plant Identification Course
at Middleback Station on the l6th to the 21st of October. Thii course
assumes no previous knowledge of plant taxonomy and attempts to provide
representatives of the pastoral community with the ability to communicate
with professional botanists or ecologists. The course is designed to
inform the participants of the basics of plant taxonomy, how to identify
or get identified a particular plant and then determine how it relates
to other plants. The course instructor will be Joan Gibbs and will be
conducted at the Middleback Field Research Centre with the co-operation
of Dr R Lange of the Botany Department ,University of Adelaide and
Andrew Nicholson of Middleback Station. Accommodation will be provided
in the shearer's quarters. The cost will be dependent on the number
of participants, but it is anti~ped
to be about $60, which includes
meals.
People interested in attending the course should contact:
A. Johnson
Hon. Sec. Aust. Rangelands Soc.
Adelaide Branch
GPO Box 667
ADELAIDE, S.A. 5001
This course can only help to promote informed communication
between pastoralists and "professional biologists and so I hope the
course will be as well attended as it has been in the past.

Recent Seminar on Wildlife in U.S Rangelands
Control and Management Problems, delivered by Dr Dale Wood
Peter Curry
Thanks to the efforts of Colin Lendon and Neil Hogstrom, we were
able to catch Dr Dale Wade, extension Wildlife specialist based in
Texas, for an apportunistically arranged seminar held at the Department
of Agriculture in South Perth on August 5. Dr Wade is best known in
Australia for his work on coyote biology and control, so the possible
application of his findings on the wild dogs of North America to the
wild dogs of Australia has stimulated considerable interest during his
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recent Australian tour.
For our meeting, Dale spoke about wider
problems of wildlife conservation and control strategies that have
been invoked at various times. He answered questions from the floor
almost from 'Go' and amply demonstrated an encyclopaedic knowledge of
the grey areas between wildlife management and vermin control in the
U.S.A. The audience he attracted stretched the seating capacity of
the large conference room and we are indebted to Dr Wade for stopping
off for us at such short notice.

NOTICES
Man in the Centre
Peter Lynch
'Man in the Centre' as many ARS members will recall, was the
title of a three day symposium held in Alice Springs in 1979, in
conjunction with the opening of CSIRO's Central Australian Laboratory.
The Symposium provided a timely forum for discussion about issues
important to central Australia.
The Proceedings of the Symposium although not quite complete have
now been published and are avilable from CSIRO at $8.00 per- copy.
In his foreword Ray Perry notes that the Proceedings have been
published without two chapters, nevertheless, he regards the Proceedings
as a remarkably good account of the way man has interacted with the
resources of central Australia.
The chapters in the Proceedings cover nearly all aspects of life
in the centre, with consideration of the natural and human resources,
and how these resources have been used to put together communities and
industries.
Thos interested in acqu1r1ng copies of the Proceedings can do so
by writing to either CSIRO's Central Australian Laboratory, P.O. Box
2111, Alice Springs, N.T. 5750 or Division of Wildlife and Rangelands
Research, Private Bag, Deniliquin NSW 2710 enclosing a cheque or
money order made payable to CSIRO.

WESTERN GRASSES - A GRAZIER'S GUIDE TO THE GRASSES
OF SOUTH WEST QUEENSLAND
by B.R. Roberts and R.G. Silcock
Darling Downs Institute Press, Toowoomba 1982
(Reviewed by J.C. Tothill)
This handy little book is another step towards knowing what we
see around us. Written as a graziers' guide it will also be of considerable
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interest to others with natural curiosity. We are indeed luck today,
by contrast with only a few years ago, to have so wide a range of such
books opening up new worlds of nature to us. Before this, many things
were just grasses or just something else.
While grasses may be just grasses, with often not much to attract
our attention, they are nevertheless one of the great success stories
of nature and our lives would be immeasurably poorer for not having
them around to feed our livestock, provide our cereal, thatch houses,
make string and bags, providing ground protection from the mountains
to the sea, the equator to the arctic and forest margin to the desert.
Recognition of the grasses is imporatnt for communication and
understanding the productiveness or sickness of the land and the
animals.
As we see from the book there are associations of grass
types as described by different flower head types and soils and the
authors have cleverly exploited this for the users advantage in an
identification table. The descriptions of the 52 species are clear
and simple with a minimum of technical detail. To help with what
technical terms have been used there is a diagram of the parts of a
typical grass. In general the live drawings accompanying each description
provide a clear picture of the grasses' appearance, though it is a
pity they have undergone so much reduction as to sometimes reduce
their clarity of detail. Grazing values are usefully discussed but
the protein and phosphorus contents need careful interpretation to be
meaningful.
At $19.95, every landowner or manager in the west could afford
this sturdy little companion. Even the traveller through the mUlga
and the Mitchell grass and on into the fascination of the channel
country will find much of interest in here.

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR MINERAL EXPLORERS IN THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
The N.T. Chamber of Mines has produced a brochure, setting out a
code of conduct for mineral explorers in the Northern Territory. Tom
Farrell was asked by Margaret Friedel to comment, on behalf of the
ARS, on the proposed code. Tom suggested that it be included in RMN
to canvas the wider opinion on the membership. Tom is quite happy to
co-ordinate replies on the brochure. His address is:
T.P. Farrell
CRA Services Ltd
GPO Box 384D
MELBOURNE AUSTRALIA

3001

The full text of the brochure .is at the back of the newsletter.
In its published form, it is printed ort weatherproof paper and is
designed for use in the field.
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FEATURES
Suggested Descriptive Terms for Classes of Foliar Cover in
Arid Zone Shrub lands
By:

Peter Curry, Alan Payne and David Wilcox
Rangeland Management Branch, W.A. Dept. of Agriculture

Background
The arid shrublands of the Carnarvon Basin are, in many areas,
noticeable denser than those encountered elsewhere in the arid shrubland
zone of Western Australia. The dominant shrubs in the region are
wanyu Acacia ramulosa and several other acacias, rather than mulga
A. aneura. During 1980-82, we estimated projected foliar cover (PFC)
at 669 sampling sites in the region, during a resource and condition
inventory. The estimates were made against a reference set of calibrated
photography depicting various types of tall and low shrublands.
Our results, in Table 1, show that foliar cover was estimated
between 10 and 30 percent at some 63% of all sampling sites, which
were pre-selected on the basis of aerial photopattern. In nearly half
of these cases, our estimates were between 20 and 30 percent. This
apparently represents an unusually high density of cover for shrublands
in the mulga zone. For example, Payne et al (1982) give ranges of PFC
values below 20 percent for four out of five major types of shrub
pastures in the Ashburton Catchment area.
We are fairly confident that that arid zone shrub communities
which exceed 20% PFC represent the denser side of the picture, but we
know of no appropriate description classification of cover classes
which would enable us to bring this point out when recording routine
descriptions of vegetation communi ties.
For example, in Specht's
widely used two-way classification of Australian plant communi ties
(1970 with amendment as given in Gillison and Anderson, 1981, pIS),
the cover range 10 to 30 percent is lumped as 'sparse'. While this
may be the most appropriate term and range for many moister regions of
the continent, we doubt that it is wholly apt in the rangeland context.
Specht's classification does not allow us to discriminate between the
more widespread 'sparse' shrublands below 20% PFC and those of 20-30%
which, by rangeland standards, are relatively 'dense', but would still
fall within Specht's 'sparse' category.
The Proposed
Terminol~

Rather than trying to introduce further qualifiers into Specht's
system, we propose a new group of cover classes and adjectives more
appropriate to rangeland communities and those of us who grope for
words to describe them.
We think it is more realistic to make the main dichotomy at 20
percent rather than 30 percent. We introduce 'scattered' and 'close'
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as major adjectives for the degree of shrub cover, because this is
always a consequence of the relative proximity and size of the individual
shrubs. Professor Specht has indicated his agreement with us in that
it is useful to sub-divide the broad division 'sparse' to provide a
more efficient form of classification for arid shrublands in Australia.
A full comparison of the two terminologies is shown in Table 2.
TABLE 1
Frequencies of Projected foliar cover classes estimated
in the Carnarvon district, 1980-82
PFC 5
0-5

FREQUENCY %
15

5-10

15

10-15

18

15-20

16

20-25

16

25-30

13

30-50

7

> 50

0.001

REFERENCES
Payne, A.L., A.A. Mitchell & W.F., Holman. 1982. An inventory and
condition survey of rangelands in the Ashburton River catchment,
Western Australia, W.A. Dept. of Agriculture: Technical Bulletin
No. 62, Perth.
Specht, R.L. 1970. Vegetation In: The Australia Environment. 4th
Ed. (Ed. G.W. Leeper), pp 44-67, CSIRO Melbourne University
Press.
Gillison, A.N. & D.J., Anderson. 1981. Vegetation Classification in
Australia. A.N.U. Press, Canberra.

Table 2 Existing and Proposed Cover Classifications.
Proposed for Arid
Shrublands

Specht
0

0
VERY SPARSE

VERY SCATTERED
10

10

SCATTERED
SPARSE

20
MODERATELY CLOSE
30

30

CLOSE

MID-DENSE

t------t

50

70 ......- - - - 1
CLOSED

DENSE

100 Percent .....- - -........-~
Percentage Foliar Cover

100 Percent
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A.R.S. SEMINAR
Water Supply in the Rangelands
Broken Hill, June 2, 1983
Don Burnside
A vast amount of technical information concerning water supplies
and how to best get them was provided at this seminar which was ably
chaired by Paul McClure, President of the Broken Hill Branch. About
100 people from the West Darling Area attended the seminar and we
enjoyed several spirited question and answer sessions.
Vic Squires provided the background for the number of waters
required for cattle or sheep which is based on the pasture type available.
He said we should consider sheep/watering point rather than hectares/sheep
when discussing stocking rates, particularly in "high water use country"
such as saltbush country.
Figure of 4 km for sheep and 8 km for
cattle were given as distances these animals could walk from water.
The figure for sheep was reduced to 2.5 km when they grazed saltbush.
Surface water supplies were discussed in some detail by Arthur
Wardle and Alan Amos from the Water Resources Commission and in a long
rambling fashion by this correspondent.
The messages were about
managing those supplies with the vigourous approach we normally give
to other station operations rather than let nature take the line of
least resistance which inevitably results in unreliable supplies that
fail regularly. Figures and costs were provided to allow an assessment
of the best option and the meeting was urged to investigate the role
of improved catchments in the West Darling Environment. Speakers were
reminded rather forcefully from the floor to use local knowledge when
determining standards and conventions, if the advice given to landholders
was to have any relevance - a point well made!
Tom Cullinan from Wentworth gave a fascinating account of the
tricks and skills he has accumulated in the piping of water over long
distances, and his talk filled precisely that role of communicating
information between landholders that makes seminars such as this so
valuable. This member of the audience tried to get it all down on
paper but failed abysmally - so you may be getting a begging letter
Tom!
In an interesting interaction between the interests of grazier
and miner, Dr Tuckwell from CRA gave us a potted course on the geology
of the Barrier Range, and where (after they had drilled 20000 m of
hole!) water could be found. For instance the Willyama series of
metamorphic rocks gneisses and schists can yield good water. This is
best obtained from inclined drill holes that will intersect facture
systems in the rocks. This sort of information should be sought out
by anyone before embarking on a drilling programme.
The seminar was told of the latest developments in water pumping
gear by Geoff Sheedy from Southern Cross and Ken Cobden from Cobden
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Turbines.
The latter was of great interest and Ken had a working
model available for inspection. Much of the detail on hand about
technical developments was obviously new to the audience and suggests
that our lines of communication between manufacturers and landholders
are longer than is necessary. Improvements over conventional systems
can have a major impact on the running costs of a pastoral enterprise.
It is vital that the landholding community be kept as well informed as
possible about new developments in waterworks - is there a publication
that deals specifically with these issues? If not there may be scope
for one.
The meeting concluded with a consideration of water use for
gardens. The speaker Ralph Bottrill was able to offer a lot of practical
information on stretching water supplies for the garden. Basically it
boiled down to selecting plants to fit the environment rather than
modifying the environment to fit the plants. The widespread use of
trickle and slow release fertilisers could complete the basis for a
low water use garden.
The seminar was soundly based technically and informative.
Because of the amount of "good stuff" spoken during the day it may
have been worthwhile to provide the audience with a written copy of
the proceedings for reference material. The day concluded on a high
note with the presentation of an award to Roger Stanley for his work
as Secretary of the branch. The after-meeting libations were noisy
and enjoyable!

Changing Patterns of Use of Australian Rangelands"
Carnarvon, August 3, 1983
Don Burnside
The newly formed West Gascoyne branch of the society hosted and
organised the above seminar as their inaugural event. About 100
people attended, representing all of the groups that derive income
from the rangelands. The meeting was chaired by Brian Wake (Hamelin
Station) and Ray Perry.
Brian is the inaugural President of the
branch. The meeting was officially opened by local M.L.A.; Ian Laurance.
The speakers were:
David Wilcox (Department of Agriculture)
- Land Administration
George Savell (Pastoralists and Graziers Association)
- Pastoral Usage
Ernie Bridge (M.L.A. Kimberley)
- Aboriginal Land Use
Hugh Jones (B.H.P.)
- Mining
Roy Bird (Department of Tourism)
- Tourism
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Dr Henry Schapper (University of W.A.)
- An overview
Despite the great variance in op1n10n between speakers and the
often strongly put cases, the meeting did not generate a lot of heated
discussion between speakers and audience.
It may have been that it
was the first such meeting for many people and there could have been a
reluctance to "take some of them on". However the meeting was certainly
successful and enjoyable and fulfilled its basic aim of bringing all
these interests together.
There was some consensus (that word again!) on a need to change
the tenure laws relating to rangelands being used for grazing. Several
speakers suggested a perpetual leasehold system which would provide
the pastoralists with more security and also provide the state with
better stewardship. David Wilcox added the rider that the perpetuity
of a leasehold would depend on a "performance contract". Performance
would be assessed from biological, economic and social data. There
was also a view that the bureaucracies associated with the industry
could be reduced by increasing local involvement with administration
and thus changing the central bureaucracy's emphasis to one of policy
and guideline setting.
Kimberley M.L.A. Ernie Bridge concurred with the need to get the
pastoral industry into a sounder state by redefining the tenure
arrangement. He noted that the aboriginal desire for a better system
of tenure (land rights?) was similar to the white Australian request
for a perpetual leasehold system. He referred to the obviously different
goals of existing white Australian pastoralists and those mixed social
and financial goals that the aboriginal communities are seeking on
their rangelands. He challenged the meeting to say where those social
goals (better health, education, self-esteem) could be better met on
isolated station properties. He was vague when challenged on exactly
what type of tenure the State Government proposed for aboriginal lands
and it was this point that seemed to interest the majority of the
other rangeland users at the seminar.
The speakers from the tourism and mining industries offered the
meeting little in the way of new information. The impact of tourists
on the outback, we were assured, would and should increase to the
states benefit, but no-one said whether we should consider how much
"impact" the bush can cope with, or how we handle "uncontrolled" as
against "controlled" tourism. Exploration is the branch of mining
that interacts most with the rangelands. With a 1 in 1000 chance that
an exploratory exercise will become a payable mine, there will be a
lot of searching. The mining industry saw their need for access in
the search for minerals as unequivocal. This and the question "Should
an existing industry be subservient to a later industry not yet
developed?" was raised. I don't remember this being answered!
With this enchanting blend of wise scrutiny and wry humour, Henry
Schapper put each speakers sacred cows out of their misery and drew
out the simple theme of local decision making as the best way to
efficiently run the rangelands. The existing bureaucratic structures
were too centralised, expensive and inefficient, and a shift to decision
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making in the regions by the local people would be far more effective
for the good management of the various interests in the rangelands.
However, he warned the locals (while the bureaucrats squirmed!) that
regional decision-making should use the bureaucrats and not the other
way round. If the government could give funds directly to regional
bodies, then the bureaucrats would need to justify their existence and
programmes to the locals, rather than to the remote ivory towers in
the city (more squirming by the bureaucrats!).
The meeting concluded with a spirited and sparkling dinner dance
in a lovely setting in the Carnarvon Yacht Club's new hall.
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MINERAL EXPLORATION

is Bf.! impomnt Bconomic
activity in the Northern Territory_

DEFINITIONS

*
*
*

In this brochure, "LAND" includes all land in the
Northern Territory that is, or may Iw(om£', available
for mineral exploration.
Similarly,
"EXPLORER"
includes
exploration
company employees, contractors and consultants,
as well as ·fossickers and prosr>P(tors..
Similarly, "LANDHOLDER" mpans owner, If'ssee,
their managf'rs and agerits, as well as .irustef';
Traditional Owner, custodian and any other legal
occupier.
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INTRODUCTIONS, AIMS AND OBJECTlnS.
Thi~
brochure hd~
hf'pn prf'parf'd hy TIll' NorthNn
T' rritmy ChJf1lhpr of Mine, (Inc) in (()n,ultdtiorlwith J
nwnbf'r of organisation s represf'l1ting thl' intPrf'sb of
landholde.rs in thp Northern Tf'rrilory.

The landholder, who has surface rights, and thp pxplore r,
who has been issued a licence to ('xplor(' for the Crown's
minerals, have sometimes been in conflict
The aim of this brochure is to provide explorers with a set
Of commonsense guidelines to heir avoid such conflict

LEGISLATION
Bf'forf' exploration is commenced in the Northern
Territory, it i.s essential that explorprs familiarise
themselves with the legislation which relates to their
proposed activities in thf' Tprritory. Legi slation has bepn
enactpd by both
th e
Northern . Tf'rritory and
Commonwealth Governments.
This brochure in no way diminishps Ilw 11f.'f'd inr all parties
to be familiar with, and abide hy. all applic " hi!' 1('l!is lation.
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CODE OF CONDUCT
ACTIONS BY EXPLORER PRIOR TO ENTRY ONTO LAND

EXPLORER-LANDHOLDER COMMUNICATION
Contact with the landholder should be :nade well in
advance of each field season.
. The field programme should be discussed with the
landholder and, if possible, it should be made flexible
enough to fit in With the often more rigid timetable of
the landholder.

FIELD TRIP PREPARATION
Plan th~
field programme to minimize disturbance to
the landholder's actiVities and the environment.

. ' :

,:: '

.

' : . ~.

The explorer should acquire up to date copies of
topographic, cadastral, Aboriginal land claim maps, air
photographs elc. Boundaries relating to hiS tenement
must be accurately plotted.

ACTIONS BY EXPLORER ON FIRST ARRiVING ON THE
LAND

Upon arrival on the property, the explorer should
immediately proceed to the homestead and introduce
himself.
Provide fullest possible details of the
exploration programme, particularly:

*

*
*
.*

Proposed location of fieldwork
Registration, description and number of vehicles
to be used
Personnel involved
Planned operations including, if Possible, a
detai/ed map

In turn, the explorer should
landholder the following:

request from the

* Access
* Suitable campsite (s)
* .Landholder's planned work programme
* gates,
An update of the explorer's maps, e.g. new roads,
fences, bores etc
* PermisSion for the use of water
THE EXPLORER AND THE LAND

Contact the Northern"Territory Police Department for
road reports and, especially in remote areas, adVise
them of proposed movements and timing.

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Prior to fieldwork, the explorer should ensure vehicles
and equipment are in a sound condition.

Keep noise to a minimum when in earshot of others.

Prevent starting bushfires by ensuring mufflersystems
are faultless and that injectors on diesel vehicles are
working perfectly.

Do not use aircraft orhelicopters without first checking
with the landholder. This is especially important where
mustering is planned or in progress.

All contractors and sub-contractors should follow the
recommendations of this brochure.

Do not carry out blasting (seismic shooting) before
advising all within earshot.
Minimize soil disturbance. Replace topsoil as near to
its original profile and contour as possible and offer to
fertilize and seed,
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Do not construct
un avoida ble.

new

Where soil compaction
rehabilitate the land.

roads
has

or tracks
occurred,

unless
offer to

Confer with the landholder, or the relevant authority
before utilising water from any source.

Burning off is strongly discouraged, but, if necessary,
may be permitted with the prior permission of the
landholder and the authorities.
In the event of a bushfire, irrespective of its cause, all
possible assistance is to be rendered to the
landholder.

FAUNA AND FLORA

All explorer's vehicles to carry BC F-Type extinguishers
and in high risk areas field vehicles are to carry
backpacks as well.

Feral animals should not be hunted without permission
from the landholder.

SACRED. ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL SITES

Permission to fish should be obtained from the
landholder.

Explorers are requested to observe the provisions of
the various Northern Territory and Commonwealth
Acts covering the above sites.

Keep the clearing of vegetation to a minimum. If
possible, opt for scrub bashing rather than total
clearing. If timber must be cleared, leave it in a manner
acceptable to the landholder.

In respect of Aboriginal Sacred Sites, explorers are
advised to contact the Aboriginal Sacred Sites
Protection Authority in Darwin.

Beware of spreading the habitat of noxious weeds.
Wash down vehicles and remove all grass seeds
before moving to a new area.

Questions relating to Archaeological and Historical
Sites in the Northern Territory should be directed, in
the first instance, to the Executive Officer of The
Northern Territory Chamber of Mines (Inc.)

FIREARMS

THE EXPLORER AND THE LANDHOLDER

It is recommended that explorers do not carry firearms. However, should it be necessary to carry a
weapon, both firearm and owner must be licenced.

It is courteous for the explorer to keep the landholder
fully informed on exploration activities.

PRIOR to entry onto property, written permission must
be obtained from the landholder and the exploration
team manager fo"r possession and use of firearms.

FIRES
All rules and regulations declared by the Northern
Territory Bushfires Council must be rigidly obeyed.
Fires in the campSite are permitted only after a
firebreak of 4m radius is installed and a fire
extinguisher in place.
Minimize fire risk by placing combustible material etc.,
within cleared areas.
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The explorer should offer, within reason, assistance
with mail, spare parts, grocery deliveries, etc.
Where possible, give the landholder the opportunity of
quoting for contract work available.
Endeavour to employ locals for casual/seasonal work.

THE EXPlORER ANDlHE lAN[)tofOLDER'S IMPROVEMENTS

ROADS AND AIRSTRIPS

The cutting of fence wires is not condoned.

Roads are normally the property and responsibility of
the landholder.
After rains, any vehicle or machinery likely to damage
roads must only be used with the permission of the
landholder.
Do not exceed 20
homestead.

Should a new gate be requirea by the explorer, its
position and design must be discussed with the
landholder.

kph when driving past the

The lifting of strainers or dropping of wires from
strainers hastens fence deterioration and should not
be permitted. However, some landholders may permit
this in certain locations.
Report any fence break to the landholder as soon as
possible.

CROPS, PASTURE AND LIVESTOCK

Before using the landholder's airstrip, obtain his
permission.
Under no circumstances place survey pegs on airstrips
or roads.

If at all possible, avoid seeded crop locations and
pastures.
If entry is essential, plan fieldwork to
commence after harvesting.
The explorer should be aware of stock distriblJtionand
should avoid stock disturbance.
II is advisable to ascertain any regional campaign on
stock health and disease control, e.g. Brucellosis or
Tuberculosis campaigns and follow directives from
Government authorities and the landholder. Any
queries on campaigns should be directed to the
Northern Territory Department of Primary Production.
The explorer should not allow his activities to affect
mustering and all efforts to assist the landholder
should be made.

(Co urt"sy EEE)

FENCES AND CA TES
Fences and gates are of extreme importance in
separating livestock, neighbour's stock and feral
animals. Leave all gates in the position they arefou nd"first to gate, last to leave" when in convoy.
S

(Co urt es y DPPl
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THE EXPLORER'S ACTMTIES

GRIDDING. SURVEYING. DRILLING AND EXCAVATING

ROADS AND ROAD BUILDING

Avoid indiscriminate vegetation clearing. Line of sight
can often be obtained by cutting branches only. Take
particular care with vegetation along water courses.

Consult with landholder about road condition and
constructi on.
Keep the width of the new road to a minimum;
construct enough furrows to provide good drainage
and avoid long straight stretches.
Vehicle routes should be chosen to avoid environmentally sensitive areas, e.g . creek banks, vegetation
and areas subject to erosion.

CAMPSITE MANAGEMENT
Campsites should not be placed over stock pads
leading to watering Points. Camps should be at least
500 m from water unless permission to the contrary
has been obtained from the landholder.
No pets should be taken into the field without the
permission of both the landholder and the exploration
team manager. Cats should be banned.

RUBBISH

Where practicable, use wooden survey pegs. Residual
herbicides may help to keep survey pegs visible.
Seismic surveys must be planned with the landholder
and the authorities because of their scale and the need
for road building.
Wherever possible, the explorer should choose drill
holes and excavation sites to minimize environmental
damage.
If the holes drilled give a good water flow, advise the
landholder as he may wish to utilise it.
It is preferable that containers be used for drill slurries
and muds. HOwever, where pits are used they must be
backfilled.
Ensure NO dry orwet chemicals or oils can enterwater
sources.
After completion of the hole, the collar should be
sealed off and casing plugged or capped

Crews must carry and use rubbish containers. No
littering is permissable.
Burnable rubbish must
be disposed of in that manner. Non-burnable or nonbiodegradable rubbish must be put in the local tip or
buried.

The size of any excavation should be kept to a
minimum by using the correct equipment, e.g. backhoe
instead of 'dozer.

Under no circumstances should chem icals or their
containers be dumped where they could enter surface
orgroundwater systems or where stock maycome into
contact with them. Never throw bottles, cans or other
rubbish out of car windows.

Excavation sites should be fenced to protect people
and livestock.
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Topsoils to be stockpiled separately for backfilling
purposes.

II

ACTIONS BY THE EXPLORER PRIOR TO LEAVING THE
LAND
Ask the landholder to inspect the work area so that
repair and restoration may be discussed and agreed
upon.
Unde rtake agreed restoration/replacement
without undue delay.

etc.,

Offer to close off any of the explorer's roads to deter
unwanted visitors.
It is advisable that, at completion of exploration, all grid
pegs, tags and flagging tape be removed.
Ensure the soil at drill sites and backfilled trench sites
is in a condition to allow fast regrowth.
Make a final inspection of ALL roads. gates. fencelines
campsites, drill sites, trench sitesetc. Ensure all areas
are free of rubbish. Ascertain that soil and vegetation
have been left in an acceptable eondition.
Pay a courtesy calion the landholder before departi ng
the area at the completion of a field seascn and when
finally quitting the area.
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